New professional
griddle

Professional electric griddle designed
to be placed anywhere: hotels, catering,
restaurants and for the domestic use, with
a highly efficient performance.
Allows for simple, easy and healthy
cooking.
Thanks to its dimensions and easiness to
clean, it allows for daily use.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
· Blued steel coating
· Stainless steel construction
· Adjustable temperature thermostat
· Greed/red pilot light
· Waterproof illuminated switch
· Height-adjustable legs
·
Certified

STANDAR GRIDDLE
Dimensions: 490 x 430 x 175 mm
Weight: 13 Kg
Power: 2500w
Voltage: 220-230v

DOUBLE GRIDDLE
Dimensions: 930 x 430 x 175mm
Weight: 30 Kg
Power: 2.500w – 5.000w
Voltage: 220-230v

“New professional
griddle”
Manufactured by Crisinox® and
designed in compliance with
European standards.
(Made in Spain)

100%
CUSTOMIZABLE

QUALITY
Stainless steel construction, removable grease
tray drawer which is easy to clean and
CE certifi ed.

Drawer collecting grease

For all types of foods

Removable stainless steel drawer
that is easy to clean and position
based on your needs. Ideal for
collecting excess oil and grease
from cooked foods.
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Adjustable thermostat
with temperature variation

Fast and powerful, you can use it
in just a few minutes, and it
always maintains the same
temperature from start to finish,
so foods always maintain their
flavor.
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100ºC and 300ºC which allows
keeping the desired temperature
from start to finish.

SPEED
Allows for ideal temperature for cooking within
a few minutes.
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DESIGN
Elegant design that fi ts in
any space.

Stainless splash cover

Protects from splashes and helps
preserve your electric griddle.

Stainless steel splash-back
protector
Easy to place adjusting to your
needs. Composed of two lateral
and one back sides.

Stainless steel table

Stainless steel table with foldable
side 500 x 400 x 800 mm
(Consult other sizes)

SIMPLICITY
Allows for transport and daily use to be
simple and easy.
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